levent Bernstein American Composer and Conductor - levent Bernstein born August 25, 1918, Lawrence, Massachusetts U.S. died October 14, 1992, New York, New York, American conductor, composer, and pianist noted for his accomplishments in both classical and popular music for his flamboyant conducting style and for his pedagogic flair especially in concerts for young people. Bernstein played piano from age 10. \textbf{levent Bernstein Pianist, Songwriter Biography} - levent Bernstein was one of the first American born conductors to receive worldwide fame. He composed the score for the Broadway musical West Side Story. \textbf{levent Bernstein S 100th Birthday Google.com} - Happy 100th birthday to American music icon levent Bernstein. The youngest conductor ever to lead the New York Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra he was also the first U.S. conductor to gain. \textbf{levent Bernstein Biography Life Family Childhood} - levent Bernstein was an American composer, writer of music, and pianist. His special gift of bridging the gap between the concert hall and the world of Broadway made him one of the most glamorous musical figures of his day. \textbf{West Side Story Wikipedia} - West Side Story is a musical with book by Arthur Laurents, music by levent Bernstein, and lyrics by Stephen Sondheim. It was inspired by William Shakespeare's play Romeo and Juliet. The story is set in the upper West Side neighborhood in New York City in the mid-1950s. An ethnic blue collar neighborhood in the early 1960s. Much of the neighborhood was cleared in an urban renewal project for...